Observation of a comb of squeezed states with a strong squeezing factor by a bichromatic local oscillator
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We demonstrate the experimental detection of an optical squeezing covering several higher resonances of the optical parametric amplifier (OPA) by adopting a bichromatic local oscillator (BLO). The BLO is generated from a waveguide electro-optic phase modulator (WGM) and subsequent optical mode cleaner (OMC), without the need of additional power balance and phase control. The WGM is used for generating the frequency-shifted sideband beams with equal power and certain phase difference, and the OMC is used for filtering the unwanted optical modes. Among a measurement frequency range from 0 to 16.64 GHz, the maximum squeezing factors are superior to 10 dB below the shot noise limit for the first three discrete odd-order resonances of the OPA. © 2020 Optical Society of America
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Squeezed states, with fewer fluctuations in one quadrature than vacuum noise at the expense of increased fluctuations in the other quadrature [1–3], play an important role in gravitational wave (GW) detection [4–7] and quantum information technology [8,9]. To improve the performance of these applications as much as possible, it is extremely important to have the ability to detect a squeezed state with a strong squeezing factor [10–12]. Another point to consider is that its frequency band should be compatible with the practical application. Since the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) locates in the 10 Hz to 10 kHz band, squeezing in the audio band has been demonstrated [6,7,13,14]. For the application of quantum communication, the data rate is dependent not only the squeezing strength, but also the squeezing bandwidth, driving the bandwidth extension to gigahertz (GHz) level by designing an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) with large bandwidth [15–17]. On this basis, channel multiplexing can further multiply the data rate of quantum communication [18]. Irrespective of the details of the coding protocol, a multiplexing scheme must allow all users to have access to a high-capacity channel without experiencing interference from each other, in analogy with frequency comb shape [19]. In the quantum communication system, the data rate for a comb of squeezing spectrum is always greater than that for a white squeezing one [18]. Squeezed states can be described as the beats between pairs of quantum correlated upper and lower sidebands around half the pump beam frequency. All these downconversion modes are subject to energy conservation and cavity resonance condition within the phase-matching bandwidth of nonlinear crystal, which present quantum correlations with a noise power spectrum like a frequency comb [20].

Balanced homodyne detection (BHD), which extracts the quadrature information from an optical field, is a cornerstone method for quantum optics [21,22]. A comb of optical squeezing was detected over 5.1 GHz bandwidth by adopting two different detectors, one for low-frequency detection, and another for high-frequency detection [23]. However, the detector’s clearance between the electronics noise and shot noise above 1.5 GHz is approximately 3 dB, which is impossible to directly detect strong squeezing. Therefore, the upper limit of the detection frequency is inherently limited by the electronic bandwidth of the BHD, not the generation process [24]. Limited by the dark noise of the BHD, it was impossible to directly detect a strong squeezing with such a broadband BHD. Heterodyne detection using a bichromatic local oscillator (BLO), frequency shifted near the detection frequency, can eliminate the above limitation and allow low-noise detection at arbitrarily high frequency [25–27]. Li et al. demonstrated squeezed state detection at low-frequency band with the squeezing factor of 4.1 dB, by using a BLO. The BLO has a frequency shift of ±5 MHz generated from three acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) [28]. A pair of local oscillators (LOs) serving as the BLO was carefully controlled to balance their power and stabilize their relative phase. The scheme that generates a pair of LOs becomes more complex and expensive as the frequency difference is increased. In principle, a BLO can be also generated from electro-optic modulators (EOMs) [29,30]. The upper and lower sidebands of the EOM have the same power and certain phase relationship, which meet the requirement for BLO, and this method is a simpler scheme for BLO generation.
In this Letter, we demonstrate the experimental measurements of the squeezing and antisqueezing levels for the first three odd-order resonances of OPA from 0 to 16.64 GHz by means of several pairs of frequency-shifted LOs. The maximum noise variances for each resonance over the measurement frequency range are superior to 10 dB below the shot noise limit (SNL). Our balanced detector (BD) covers an electronic bandwidth of 100 MHz, which can satisfy the detection demand for the squeezing factor within the linewidth of each resonance of the OPA. The BLO extends the measurement frequency to higher-order resonance, dependent of the amount of frequency shift. A pair of frequency-shifted LOs is generated by a waveguide electro-optic phase modulator (WGM) and subsequent specially designed optical mode cleaner (OMC) is used for filtering the unwanted optical modes. The scheme saves the tedious steps for the power balance and phase control between the two LOs. With the aid of a high-bandwidth WGM, we expect to directly detect strong squeezing at higher frequency without changing the experimental parameters.

A schematic of our experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The laser source is a continuous-wave single-frequency Nd:YVO₄ laser at 1064 nm with an output power of 2.5 W. The laser preparations, including spatial-mode improvement, polarization purification, and second-harmonic generation, are similar to our earlier experiments presented in Refs. [31–34]. The laser beam at 1064 nm serves as the initial alignment of OPA. The reference beam B1 is used for the stable control of the OPA length and relative phase, and the beam B2 is used for the generation of BLO. The phase modulated signal with the modulation frequency of 36 MHz is imprinted on the reference beam B1 by electro-optic modulator (EOM1) to extract error signals for controlling the OPA cavity length and relative phase between the pump and signal beams. Our OPA is a semimonolithic cavity consisting of a piezoelectric concave mirror and a PPKTP crystal with the dimensions of 1 mm × 2 mm × 10 mm. The crystal end face with a radius of curvature of 12 mm is coated as high reflectivity for the fundamental field, thus serving as the cavity end mirror. The concave mirror with a radius of curvature of 30 mm has a transmissivity of 12% ± 1.5% for 1064 nm. The air gap between the crystal and the coupling mirror is 26.8 mm, corresponding to a free spectral range (FSR) $\omega_f$ of 3.328 GHz. Here, the phase-matching bandwidth of the PPKTP crystal is approximately 2 THz, corresponding to more than 300 pairs of downconversion modes subject to cavity resonance condition. The pump field at 532 nm does not resonate with the OPA, which has good immunity to temperature variation. The relative phase between the pump and signal beams is locked at the most deamplified phase $\pi$.

The beam B2 is coupled into a WGM to generate the upper and lower sideband beams, and the two symmetric sidebands along the carrier frequency have the same power and overlap with each other in space. For a WGM, the phase difference between these upper and lower sidebands is $0$ ($\pi$). The positive and negative sidebands of the squeezed state also have a certain phase difference of $\pi$. When simultaneously scanning the phase of the BLO, we can measure the same quadrature component of the positive and negative sidebands without additional phase stability.

For a single modulation frequency $\omega_f$, the output of the WGM includes the carrier $\omega_0$, sideband frequency $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$, and its higher harmonics $\omega_0 \pm m\omega_f$ (m is integer). We employ an OMC as an optical filter to reflect the unwanted optical modes and transmit odd-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm m\omega_f$ (m is an odd number) for the BLO. The OMC consists of two plane mirrors and one curved mirror, and the curved cavity mirror shows a reflectivity of 99.997% with the curvature radius of 1.0 m. The round trip length is approximately 225.2 mm, which can be finely manipulated to make two first-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$ resonate simultaneously with the OMC. The carrier mode $\omega_0$ is located between transmission peaks of the two sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$. The two plane cavity mirrors have a power transmissivity of 0.5% for the s-polarized beam, corresponding to the finesse value of 620 and linewidth of 2 MHz. The OMC has a power transmission of 80% for the resonant sideband. The transmission of the carrier mode $\omega_0$ and even-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm 2m\omega_f$ is less than 0.001% when the OMC resonates with the sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm m\omega_f$, meaning the suppression factor is about $10^{-5}$ for the carrier and unwanted sideband modes, which is enough to measure the correlation variance of the upper and lower sidebands near the sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$ without interference from neighboring resonance modes. In order to reduce the influence of a higher harmonics sideband on the measurement of correlation variance, such as $\omega_0 \pm 3\omega_f$, we impose a modulation index on the WGM as low as possible under the premise of ensuring enough power of the BLO. Here, the modulation depth is 0.5, the total power of first-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$ is 4 mW at the input power of 100 mW corresponding to the clearance between the shot noise and electronic noise of 29.2 dB. At this point, the influence of the electronic noise on the measured squeezed degree can be neglected. For the modulation depth of 0.5, the power of third-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm 3\omega_f$ is only 0.01% of that of first-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$, and the measurement error originating from the sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm 3\omega_f$ is less than 0.0004 dB. The OMC is held on resonance with two sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$ via a Pound–Drever–Hall technique [35]. For the measurement of the even-order sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm 2m\omega_f$, the length of the OMC is no longer as a constant, but dependent on the frequency difference of the measured two sideband modes, which should be considered to simultaneously suppress the carrier mode. With a fixed cavity length for a specially designed OMC, we can generate the BLO covering the frequency range of all odd-order sideband modes. Therefore, we
pay attention to the squeezing measurement of the odd-order sideband modes.

The squeezed light, emitting out from the OPA, is interfered with the BLO on a 50:50 beam splitter (BS). We achieve a fringe visibility of 99.8% between the signal beam and the carrier mode $\omega_0$ of the beam B3, indicating a perfect mode overlap between the two detected sideband modes. After the BS, the output beams are coupled toward a BD to detect the noise variations. The detector is built from a pair of p-i-n photodiodes with the photo surface of 100 $\mu$m. We scan the phase of the BLO by a phase shifter located in the BLO path. To recycle the residual reflection from photodiode surfaces, two concave mirrors with the curvature radius of 50 mm are used as the retroreflectors.

Here, a signal beam with the power of 15 mW is injected into the OPA for the cavity and relative phase locking, and we measure the squeezing factor when the BLO operates at the sideband modes of $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$. Figure 2 shows the observed squeezing levels at the analysis frequency of 9 kHz, with a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 1 kHz and a video bandwidth (VBW) of 50 Hz, after all degrees of freedom are stably controlled. All traces are measured by a spectrum analyzer without the electronic noise subtracted (R&S FSW8). The SNL (Trace a) is recorded with the squeezed light blocked. Trace (b) is a noise level with the BLO phase scanned simultaneously. The directly observed correlation variance is 10.2 dB below the SNL. The nonclassical noise suppression cannot be observed at audio band by adopting the BHD. In terms of BHD, laser noise and technical noise from the locking loops near the carrier mode $\omega_0$ are dominant and corrupt the correlation variance [13,23,33], which can be improved by a vacuum seeded optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The high-order sideband mode $\omega_0 \pm n\omega_f$ is immune to laser noise that is often present at audio band, even with a coherent seeded OPO.

Subsequently, we measure the noise variances at the first, third, and fifth resonance of the OPA by respectively employing three pairs of sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$, $\omega_0 \pm 3\omega_f$, and $\omega_0 \pm 5\omega_f$ as the BLO. If the WGM has a modulation bandwidth of 1 THz, we expect to detect the first 150 odd-order downconversion modes. The frequency switching of the BLO is conveniently implemented by changing the driving frequency of the WGM, without the need of any realignment and broadband detector. The measurement results at the analysis frequency of 2 MHz, as shown in Fig. 3, are normalized with a RBW of 300 kHz and a VBW of 200 Hz. 10.8 dB squeezing at first resonance of the OPA (3.328 GHz), 10.7 dB squeezing at third resonance (9.984 GHz), and 10.5 dB squeezing at resonance (16.64 GHz) are respectively observed. Limited by the low clearance of the BHD at high-frequency band [16,17,23], it is impossible to directly detect a strong squeezing at high frequency up to several GHz. The BLO technique can compensate the frequency discrepancy between the sideband and carrier modes by shifting the frequency of the LO, which provide an approach for measurement of a strong squeezing at the high-frequency band. Owing to the large phase-matching bandwidth of the PPKTP, we have strong reason to believe that the discrepancy of the squeezing factor among several resonances of the OPA comes from the detection process, not the generation process.

Figure 4 presents the quadrature variance spectrum of bright squeezed light at the frequency range from 1 MHz to 70 MHz when the BLO operates at the sideband mode $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$. 10.8 dB and 2.3 dB of squeezing at the analysis frequency of 1 MHz and 70 MHz are observed. The squeezing spectrum is well matched...
to the theoretical simulation by the quadrature variance expression presented in Refs. [31,36–38]. We do also obtain the similar results as Fig. 4 at the third- and fifth-order sideband modes, in which only the squeezing factor has tiny difference; hence, the figures are omitted.

In conclusion, we measured experimentally the squeezing and antisqueezing factors covering several resonances of the OPA by means of the BLO. A WGM and subsequent specially designed OMC are employed to generate the frequency-shifted BLO, the WGM is used for generating the frequency-shifted sideband modes, and the OMC is used for filtering the unwanted optical modes. The two symmetric sidebands have the same power and certain phase, which method simplifies greatly the generation process of the BLO. The noise variances at the first, third, and fifth resonance of the OPA are respectively quantified by employing three pairs of sideband modes $\omega_0 \pm \omega_f$, $\omega_0 \pm 3\omega_f$, and $\omega_0 \pm 5\omega_f$ as the BLO, without the need of broadband detector [16,17,23]. All the maximum squeezing factors for the three sideband modes are more than 10 dB. The squeezing bandwidth for each individual sideband mode is 68 MHz. Of course, the squeezing bandwidth of each individual sideband mode can be expanded to GHz level, shown in [16,17]. In combination with the BLO technique presented here, a comb of squeezed states that has GHz bandwidth of each individual sideband mode can be observed. The number of the detected resonance modes is limited by the modulation bandwidth of our WGM, not by the generation process. We expect to observe the squeezing to higher-order sideband modes by simply expanding the modulation bandwidth. It can help to save quantum resources and enhance the capacity of quantum channels to extent to a large scale practical quantum system.
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